
M ay you all have a wonderful Christmas to 
end your year. 

It has certainly been a more active one for 
NZARO in our area (Central)  We have had  
a couple of extra qualifying shows and our 
own limited qualifying event . This is a 
great way to get more people actively in-

volved without them having to travel too 
far from home 

The Nzaro Committee are very supportive 
and will help your locals to get the needed 
qualifications to run these smaller events 

Just a thought for your New Year Resolu-
tions...More judges for your own area per-
haps. 

Keep in touch by checking the NZARO web-
site regularly and if you want information 
that isn’t available there, contact Linda or 
Karen or Robyn Fargher , Secretary’ 

All the best for the festive Season...We 
will look forward to catching up  Next Year 



Reminder 

 
Your Entries are needed to keep this event viable 



Wrap for stressed dogs….to aid calm  





 

I spend a lot of time on the internet and occa 

sionally I find things that are relative 

to Rally O., most of it American or Aus-

tralian in origin. This does have rele-

vance to our Rally world too ...we just 

have to translate a bit sometimes. 

I have a selection of  common scoreable 

errors in Rally O from the Face book 

Group Rally Training 

IN RALLY NOVICE 

Handlers moving their feet on finishes 

Left about turn (sign 29) confused with call 

front, Return to Heel. 

Failure to pause after a walk around sign..In 

other words, Blowing through the sign. 

The Rule is whenever you have to return to 

heel you must pause in heel position. 

Tight Leash 

Lack of teamsmanship...Handler and dog not 

performing as a team, ie When the handler 

turns and the dog doesn’t move with them. 

Not knowing left from Right 

Adding extra stuff to signs..ie putting in an ex-

tra sit or step in 1.2.3. step signs 

Leaving out part of the sign ie when sit re-

quired at  change of pace or at completion of 

sign 

Executing excessively large circles, especially 

to the left signs 12 and 10. The circle should be 

quite small a nd the dog should move with ha 

ndler, not stay whilst handler walks around 

the circle.  The turn should be roughly 2 feet 

ion diameter a nd is designed to demonstrate 

the dogs ability to manoeuvre the rear end 

whilst holding heel position 

Not making enough or too many steps on call 

front 1,2,3,back or  1,2,3 forward. These 

should all be steps uniform in size. 1/2 steps 

should be penalized 

Steering the dog with the leash and compel-

ling the exercise. 

Making the dog resit in an exercise, thereby 

adding to the exercise instead of a redo. 

Missing a sign 

Moving at a very slow pace all the time when 

you don’t have a disability...often to accommo-

date a lagging dog. 

Changes of pace (fast or slow) need to be very 

different to normal pace. 

Passing signs on the wrong side especially the 

finish sign 

Knocking signs or equipment  Especially 

around sign with cones  Handlers not allowing 

room for the dogs to negotiate   Should be part 

of your walk through strategy. 

Dog out of control  Happens at all levels but 

especially Advanced. 

Touching the dog during the run (not talking 

about permissible stand assist) but tapping 

dog on head for attention or pushing into sit 

etc. 

Handlers not aware of correct way to redo a 

sign.  Should put hand up, step back  a few 

paces and redo the entire sign not just the bit 

you did wrong. A RETRY IS NOT JUST A FIX 

IN PLACE 

Doing the figure of eight incorrectly  Three 

times through the centre Count out loud if 

having trouble and think where you need to 

come out in relation to the next sign 

Entering the serpentine on the wrong side, see 

the illustration on the sign. 

Performing the spirals incorrectly. Should be 

3.2.1 times around the base (start) cone. 

Handlers not moving forward as soon as the 

dog clears your path in call front forward with 

no sit at side. Dog should drive to catch up to 

heel position. 

Handlers not ensuring their dogs have  actual-

ly done the full sit or down when required. 

Most often occurs with larger breeds whose 

bodies are behind the handlers immediate line 

of sight 

Things to remember  All fronts require the dog 

to sit in front of you. All halts require the dog 

to sit beside you at heel   Whenever you return 

to heel position you must pause. 



RALLY ADVANCED 

Handler not noticing dog has anticipated call 

to heel in Halt, turn one step right, call dog to 

heel NB Keep your eye on the dog at all times 

as you execute the entire sign. 

Moving feet in the stationary exercises 

Dogs  refusing the jumps 

Dogs wandering to the distractions in the offset 

figure eight and handlers not retrying. Also 

dogs picking up the toy distractions etc 

Confusing call front allowed movement with 

Novice. In Advanced Handler may not move 

back or move their feet at all 

Not pivoting in place...all signs involving pivots 

demand movement  only on the spot. Imagine 

you are moving your feet no more than on a 

dinner plate..They should not move off the spot 

in the pivot 

Forgetting to sit before and after the pivot. 

RALLY EXCELLENT 

Mixing up the four exercises with stand dog/

down dog with  NO PAUSE with the two signs 

where you leave the dog in a stand AFTER 

PAUSING 

Not performing the correct finish on these 

same sets of signs. The moving  stand and 

down signs ens with a return to heel NO SIT 

The other two signs have a call front and return 

to halt at heel. (SIT_) 

Not allowing enough space for the dog to exe-

cute these finishes 

Not taking enough steps in the back up , three 

steps, forward. Or dog does not back and skews 

sideways. 

Taking more than two steps between in the 

double left about turn 

Handler not keeping required distance from 

jump and letting dog run on too far after jump. 

In the  moving stand or down handler pausing  

while commanding the dog into position. There 

should be no pause while handler  returns to 

heel position. 

Passing the finish sign on the wrong side This 

can happen in Excellent if the Stay sign is not 

well placed in relation to the finish 

Failure to leave enough room to walk around 

dog on stay and  putting leash back on dog be-

fore exercise finished command is given. 

It would seem that overseas they are 

very particular how the exercises are 

done and judge accordingly but they do 

work to lower qualifying scores than 

we do..so I GUESS ITS SWINGS AND 

ROUNDABOUTS. 

We should try and do these exercises 

correctly, it is much more personally 

satisfying to show you can and the 

team work you  build with your dog is 

reward in itself. 

Somehow, it seems Insulting to the 

judge, your fellow competitors and 

your dog to just turn up with no 

learned skills. It also doesn’t help grow 

our sport as observers remark on 

things well done OR  NOT as the case 

may be. 

Any way its all food for thought 

All the  best for s merry Christ-

mas and a Happy New Year 


